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              Lead Devops Engineer
              
            

            Apply Now

            
                Company: Experis Manpowergroup Sp. Z O.O.

                Location: Victoria

                Category: other-general

               
6 months Contract | Hybrid work arrangements on offer Inspire uplift, provide tech leadership & enjoy remaining hands on Uniquely positioned opportunity allowing a 3 days-a-week working arrangement Our client is a renowned name in the industry in which they operate, and with an ethos to contribute to a better, well-equipped future for generations to come. 
With a strong technology back-bone, they are digitally enabled to respond fast to market and strategy needs and invest into continual uplift. 
As such, a new opportunity has been created to contibute to further uplift of their DevOps capabilities. 
You will be coming in to an established team of engineers. 
This is a unique opportunity where the successful person will be working 3 days a week only and offers the opportunity for work-life balance. 
To be considered we seek: Significant experience in working in highly complex, fast-paced, high-user traffic environments. Significant experience in the role of DevOps - with skills across technical leadership, architecture / solution design and implementing Automation and orchestration where there are none. An appreciation for what true DevOps culture is and experience in contributing into this. True understanding of good systems performance: e.g. load balancing, caching, optimization of systems resources, capacity planning, etc. CI/CD pipelines design experience, and expert in using tools such as Jenkins, Github / Bitbucket, and implementing infrastructure-as-code using Ansible, AWS cloudformation, and /or Terraform. Proven appreciation and experience in designing & implementing authentication & authorization mechanisms: e.g authentication and authorization mechanisms. Being a leadership role, it is required that this role is on-site for the 3 days. This role is located in the South East suburbs. 
If this sounds like you, please send through your updated CV via the Apply Now button for consideration (or even simply a confidential chat). 
Angela Tan
Software Development
Principal Recruitment Consultant
Let's Connect
 3 9604 4299
 ManpowerGroup is committed to being a Diversity Confident Recruiter and encourages applications from people from a diverse range of backgrounds, including people with a disability. Please indicate your preferred method of communication in your resume and please let us know if you require any reasonable adjustments should you be contacted for an interview. 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are encouraged to apply. 
By submitting your resume and other personal information with this application you are consenting to this information being collected in line with our privacy policy. Follow the link to learn more - 
Experis Pty Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of ManpowerGroup 
State: QLD, licensee/s Manpower Services (Australia) Pty Ltd, LHL-02026-D5L4Q. State: QLD, licensee/s Experis Pty Ltd, LHL-02014-Y5F6D. State: SA, licensee/s Manpower Services (Australia) Pty Ltd, LHS 288856 
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